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StorySD - Episode 142
Where Magic Gets Real / Disneyland

Story Breakdown  

Hi, I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 142. 
Today, we are going to talk about magic.

Welcome to StorySD!
Helping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy.
Explore other resources at www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

IIn 2018, Disneyland Paris released a very cute ad. 
In the ad, we see a lile duckling following and playing with a buerfly. The buerfly lands 
on top of a magazine. It’s a Donald Duck magazine.
The lile duck becomes enchanted with this magazine. 
He loves Donald Duck. Donald Duck becomes his hero. 
He's always reading the magazine even if it's raining, if it’s sun, whatever the condions. He 
tries to imitate all of the movements that Donald Duck does. 
OOne day, the family needs to leave and migrate to another place. 
The magazine is too heavy for the lile duck to bring with him so he needs to leave the 
magazine behind and this breaks the lile duck’s heart. 
The family flies, there's a big storm but they finally reach their desnaon. 
The lile duck is very sad but when he looks up it is a very sunny day. He sees that Donald 
Duck is there because the place that they arrived was Disneyland Paris. 
The lile duck immediately runs and hugs the legs of Donald Duck. 
IIn this ad, we see a story form. We have the hero, the lile duck, the goal, which is to be 
like Donald Duck, then we see the obstacles, which is he is never going to be able to meet 
his hero but at the end, we see that he's going to accomplish his goal.
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Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

The LinkedIn course that I’m going to recommend in this episode is ‘Create an Editorial 
Calendar’ by Brian Honigman. 
In this course, one of the things that caught my aenon has to do with what you need to 
insert when you are doing a masters calendar. 
TThese things are schedule content, major campaigns, themes addressed, holidays and 
relevant events, content types and publishing dates across departments and channels. 
In the next episode, I’m going to talk about a very special bear.
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


